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ABSTRACT 
 
Due to their impact potential, Near-Earth Objects present a scientifically well-founded 
threat to our civilization. Several ideas have been proposed to deflect a small body 
on a collision route to the Earth. Here we focus on the kinetic impactor method. This 
technique consists of impacting the small body with a projectile (spacecraft) and 
using the transfer of momentum provided by the impact and the resulting ejecta to 
deviate the object. The momentum transferred in such an impact is usually 
characterized by a factor β (≥ 1) known as the momentum multiplication factor: 
 

β = 1 + pej /(Mpvp) 

where pej is the momentum of the ejecta, Mp and vp are the mass and velocity of the 
impactor. β is a crucial quantity that determines the deflection efficiency of the kinetic 
impactor approach. Its value depends on the target characteristics (material 
properties, internal structure, surface structure, size) and also on the velocity of the 
impactor. In addition to impact experiments and scaling laws, numerical simulations 
of impacts are needed to determine β under various conditions at asteroid scales.  
In the framework of the European NEOShield project, we are investigating the β 
values as a function of impact conditions and target material properties. This study is 
performed using a 3D SPH impact code including a model for porous material and 
recently improved strength models (Benz and Asphaug 1995, Computer Physics 
Communications 87; Jutzi et al. 2008, Icarus 198; Jutzi et al, in prep).  
 



In a preliminary study, the effect of impacts of spherical 400 kg projectiles (density ρ 
= 1 g/cm3) with velocities between 1-10 km/s have been investigated using various 
target structures (e.g. monolithic microporous targets with macroscopic cracks etc.).  
Figure 1 shows an example of a target before and after a 10 km/s impact. 
Preliminary results show a good agreement with laboratory experiments (Housen 
and Holsapple, LPSC 2012). 
 

Computing the momentum multiplication factor !
! is computed by a using all particles ejected with veject > vesc. 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative mommentum as a function of 
vertical velocity. Using the corrected velocity vzinf instead of 
vzeject is important for ejection velocities which are comparable 
to the escape speed.  (Note this effect is only important for weak 
(low cohesion) materials where the minimum ejecta velocity is 
smaller or comparable to vesc (Chen 2012).
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Introduction The kinetic impactor method to deflect a small 
body on a collision route to the Earth consists of impacting the 
small body with a projectile (spacecraft) and using the transfer 
of momentum provided by the impact and the resulting ejecta to 
deviate the object. The momentum transferred in such an impact 
is usually characterized by a factor ! (! 1) known as the 
momentum multiplication factor. 

where pej is the momentum of the ejecta, Mp and vp are the mass 
and velocity of the impactor.
 The value of ! depends on the target characteristics (material 
properties, internal structure, surface structure, size) and on the 
velocity of the impactor. In addition to impact experiments and 
scaling laws (e.g. HH 2012, Chen 2012), numerical simulations 
of impacts are needed to determine ! under various conditions 
at asteroid scales. 
This study We are performing an numerical study to investigate 
the ! values as a function of impact conditions and target  
properties. Here we present the methods used to compute ! and 
show some initial results. 

Fig. 1: Example of initial target (left) and result of the impact (right). The 
initial  target contains microscopic voids and macroscopic cracks. Red 

color indicates damage.

sand targets were made by slowly raining into the fix-
ture to obtain a density of 1.44 gm/cm3.  For rock tar-
gets, the rock was placed on foam peanuts inside the 
standard target container to mimic a free surface. 

The impacts occurred vertically, normal to the tar-
get surface.  The projectiles were either polyethylene 
cylinders or aluminum or nylon spheres.  The impact 
velocity ranged from 0.5 to 5.7 km/s. 

A high speed video camera recorded the oscilla-
tions of the target container after impact, then an anal-
ysis gave a frequency ! and amplitude H.  The im-
pulse delivered to the target is H!M/2, where M is the 
mass of the target. That impulse, divided by the initial 
projectile momentum, gives the value of " for the ex-
periment. 
Results:  The figure below shows the data from our 

experiments, as well as literature data for other materi-
als.   The results are distinguished by their porosity.  
The aluminum targets (blue points [1]), River Rock 
(green points, present study), and basalt (red squares 
from earlier Boeing tests; red triangles from [3]) all 
show a linear trend on the log-log plot with a slope 
consistent with µ=2/3. These different non-porous ma-
terials have different magnitudes because of their dif-
fering target strength.  The new results for sand (open 
diamonds are nylon projectiles; filled diamonds are 
aluminum projectiles) also show a power-law trend, 
with a shallower slope than the nonporous materials, as 
expected.  The slope is consistent with the value of 
µ=0.4 noted above for sand.  Finally, the single point 
for pumice (orange square) falls well below the other 
materials because that impact generated very little 
ejecta.  The dependence of " on impact speed is ex-

pected to be very weak for that material, and will be 
studied in future experiments.  

The yellow circles in the figure from [2] agree in 
some cases with the present results.  Their data for 
rock targets fall close to the red line in the figure.  
However, their results for highly porous icy materials 
have very large values of ", whereas porous materials 
are expected to have low ejecta velocities [4] and cor-
respondingly small values of ", much as shown by our 
pumice target.  We suspect that the large values of " 
for the porous materials reflect the fact that the con-
tainer was basically emptied in the impact .  However, 
this will be investigated in our future experiments.  

It is interesting to note that when extrapolated to 
impact speeds of ~10 km/s, rocky materials exhibit 
fairly large values of ", i.e. in the range of 4 to 10.  
Extrapolating further to, say, 30 km/s, could yield 
"~20.  Therefore, kinetic impact methods for diversion 
of potentially hazardous rocky bodies may be quite 
effective.  But that may not be true for more porous 
targets.  A body akin to sand would have "~3 at 30 
km/s, while a highly porous object may have " close to 
1. 
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Fig. 3: Cumulative mass (left) and momentum (right) as a function of 
vertical velocity. Shown is the case using a 3 km/s impactor and target 
type c. A 1 km diameter homogenous sphere (vesc  ~ 1 m/s) was used to 
compute vzinf .

Impact Simulation We study the effect of impacts of  spherical, 
400 kg projectiles (! = 1 g/cm3) with velocities between 1-10 
km/s. 
Three different types of target material/structures are used:

a. monolithic microporous
b. monolithic microporous with macroscopic voids
c. damaged (zero cohesion), microporous 

In Figure 1 shows the initial target (case b) and the target after a 
10 km/s impact. 

Hyperbolic orbits Only material with veject > vesc escapes the 
body and contributes to the momentum transfer. The absolute 
value of the velocity of the ejecta at infinity follows from the 
conservation of energy: 

To compute the angle of ejection at infinity "inf, we calculate the 
hyperbolic orbit defined by (in cartesian coordinates):

where the eccentricity e and the parameter p are determined by 
the initial position and velocity of the ejecta and the mass and 
the radius of the target (assuming a homogenous, spherically 
symmetric body). 
The vertical component of the velocity vzinf of an ejected 
particle at infinity is then calculated using vinf and "inf (see 
Figure 2).

y

2 = (e2 � 1)x2 � 2epx+ p

2

v2inf = v2eject � v2esc
vinf = |�vinf |

veject = |�veject|
Comparison to laboratory experiments In Figure 4, the initial 
results of our simulations  (target types a. and b.) conducted to 
compute ! are compared to laboratory experiments (HH 2012). 
Our results show that a) ! is small for porous material and b) 
there is only a weak dependency on impact velocity. This is in 
agreement with the laboratory experiments involving porous 
materials (pumice, sand).

Fig. 2: Velocity vector at ejection, hyperbolic orbit (dotted 
line) and velocity vector at infinity (not to scale).

� = 1 + pej/(Mpvp)

Numerical method To perform the impact simulations, we use 
a 3D SPH code including a model for porous material and 
recently improved strength models (Benz and Asphaug 1995; 
Jutzi et al. 2008, Icarus 198; Jutzi et al, in prep) based on a 
Druck-Prager like yield criterion.

pej =
X

i

mi ⇥ vzinf,i � = 1 + pej/(Mpvp)
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Fig. 4: Momentum multiplication factor obtained in our simulation 
compared to laboratory data.
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Computing the momentum multiplication factor !
! is computed by a using all particles ejected with veject > vesc. 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative mommentum as a function of 
vertical velocity. Using the corrected velocity vzinf instead of 
vzeject is important for ejection velocities which are comparable 
to the escape speed.  (Note this effect is only important for weak 
(low cohesion) materials where the minimum ejecta velocity is 
smaller or comparable to vesc (Chen 2012).
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ture to obtain a density of 1.44 gm/cm3.  For rock tar-
gets, the rock was placed on foam peanuts inside the 
standard target container to mimic a free surface. 
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ysis gave a frequency ! and amplitude H.  The im-
pulse delivered to the target is H!M/2, where M is the 
mass of the target. That impulse, divided by the initial 
projectile momentum, gives the value of " for the ex-
periment. 
Results:  The figure below shows the data from our 

experiments, as well as literature data for other materi-
als.   The results are distinguished by their porosity.  
The aluminum targets (blue points [1]), River Rock 
(green points, present study), and basalt (red squares 
from earlier Boeing tests; red triangles from [3]) all 
show a linear trend on the log-log plot with a slope 
consistent with µ=2/3. These different non-porous ma-
terials have different magnitudes because of their dif-
fering target strength.  The new results for sand (open 
diamonds are nylon projectiles; filled diamonds are 
aluminum projectiles) also show a power-law trend, 
with a shallower slope than the nonporous materials, as 
expected.  The slope is consistent with the value of 
µ=0.4 noted above for sand.  Finally, the single point 
for pumice (orange square) falls well below the other 
materials because that impact generated very little 
ejecta.  The dependence of " on impact speed is ex-

pected to be very weak for that material, and will be 
studied in future experiments.  

The yellow circles in the figure from [2] agree in 
some cases with the present results.  Their data for 
rock targets fall close to the red line in the figure.  
However, their results for highly porous icy materials 
have very large values of ", whereas porous materials 
are expected to have low ejecta velocities [4] and cor-
respondingly small values of ", much as shown by our 
pumice target.  We suspect that the large values of " 
for the porous materials reflect the fact that the con-
tainer was basically emptied in the impact .  However, 
this will be investigated in our future experiments.  

It is interesting to note that when extrapolated to 
impact speeds of ~10 km/s, rocky materials exhibit 
fairly large values of ", i.e. in the range of 4 to 10.  
Extrapolating further to, say, 30 km/s, could yield 
"~20.  Therefore, kinetic impact methods for diversion 
of potentially hazardous rocky bodies may be quite 
effective.  But that may not be true for more porous 
targets.  A body akin to sand would have "~3 at 30 
km/s, while a highly porous object may have " close to 
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In Figure 1 shows the initial target (case b) and the target after a 
10 km/s impact. 

Hyperbolic orbits Only material with veject > vesc escapes the 
body and contributes to the momentum transfer. The absolute 
value of the velocity of the ejecta at infinity follows from the 
conservation of energy: 

To compute the angle of ejection at infinity "inf, we calculate the 
hyperbolic orbit defined by (in cartesian coordinates):

where the eccentricity e and the parameter p are determined by 
the initial position and velocity of the ejecta and the mass and 
the radius of the target (assuming a homogenous, spherically 
symmetric body). 
The vertical component of the velocity vzinf of an ejected 
particle at infinity is then calculated using vinf and "inf (see 
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Comparison to laboratory experiments In Figure 4, the initial 
results of our simulations  (target types a. and b.) conducted to 
compute ! are compared to laboratory experiments (HH 2012). 
Our results show that a) ! is small for porous material and b) 
there is only a weak dependency on impact velocity. This is in 
agreement with the laboratory experiments involving porous 
materials (pumice, sand).

Fig. 2: Velocity vector at ejection, hyperbolic orbit (dotted 
line) and velocity vector at infinity (not to scale).
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Numerical method To perform the impact simulations, we use 
a 3D SPH code including a model for porous material and 
recently improved strength models (Benz and Asphaug 1995; 
Jutzi et al. 2008, Icarus 198; Jutzi et al, in prep) based on a 
Druck-Prager like yield criterion.
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Fig. 4: Momentum multiplication factor obtained in our simulation 
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To compute the momentum multiplication factor β, we take into account that only 
material with veject > vesc escapes the body and contributes to the momentum 
transfer. We then calculate β using the velocity vectors at infinity, vinfinity, which are 
determined by computing the hyperbolic orbits of the ejected particles (Figure 2). 
This procedure is similar to the approach by Housen and Holsapple, Icarus 221, 
2012. 

 
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
We will present new results of this study where we focus on the dependence of β on 
the impact velocity and on the comparison with scaling laws (Housen and Holsapple, 
Icarus, 221, 2012) 
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Figure	  2:	  Velocity	  vector	  at	  ejection,	  
hyperbolic	   orbit	   (dotted	   line)	   and	  
velocity	   vector	   at	   infinity	   (not	   to	  
scale).	  
	  

Figure	   1:	   Example	   of	   initial	   target	   (left)	   and	   result	   of	   the	   impact	   (right).	   The	   initial	   target	  
contains	  microscopic	  voids	  and	  macroscopic	  cracks.	  On	  the	  right,	  red	  color	  indicates	  damage	  and	  
one	  can	  see	  the	  crater	  produced	  by	  the	  impact.	  
	  

Computing the momentum multiplication factor !
! is computed by a using all particles ejected with veject > vesc. 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative mommentum as a function of 
vertical velocity. Using the corrected velocity vzinf instead of 
vzeject is important for ejection velocities which are comparable 
to the escape speed.  (Note this effect is only important for weak 
(low cohesion) materials where the minimum ejecta velocity is 
smaller or comparable to vesc (Chen 2012).
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In Figure 1 shows the initial target (case b) and the target after a 
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body and contributes to the momentum transfer. The absolute 
value of the velocity of the ejecta at infinity follows from the 
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To compute the angle of ejection at infinity "inf, we calculate the 
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Comparison to laboratory experiments In Figure 4, the initial 
results of our simulations  (target types a. and b.) conducted to 
compute ! are compared to laboratory experiments (HH 2012). 
Our results show that a) ! is small for porous material and b) 
there is only a weak dependency on impact velocity. This is in 
agreement with the laboratory experiments involving porous 
materials (pumice, sand).

Fig. 2: Velocity vector at ejection, hyperbolic orbit (dotted 
line) and velocity vector at infinity (not to scale).

� = 1 + pej/(Mpvp)

Numerical method To perform the impact simulations, we use 
a 3D SPH code including a model for porous material and 
recently improved strength models (Benz and Asphaug 1995; 
Jutzi et al. 2008, Icarus 198; Jutzi et al, in prep) based on a 
Druck-Prager like yield criterion.

pej =
X

i

mi ⇥ vzinf,i � = 1 + pej/(Mpvp)
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Fig. 4: Momentum multiplication factor obtained in our simulation 
compared to laboratory data.

�vinf�veject

x

z

"inf

Outlook
- higher impact velocities
- different material properties
- various internal structures
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